D-SUB | MICRO-D
AXON’ BACKSHELLS
EASY CABLING
AND EMI PROTECTON*
HIGH RESISTANCE
EASY MOUNTING
TIME SAVING
RELIABILITY
CUSTOM-DESIGNED
SOLUTIONS

*EMI : Electromagnetic interferences

D-SUB | MICRO-D AXON’ BACKSHELLS
EASY CABLING AND EMI* PROTECTON
OUR EXPERTISE
Backshells: your protection against
electromagnetic interferences
Any equipment can be affected by the presence of EMI.
To solve this issue, Axon’ offers not only optimised
connections, but also backshells. True allies against
interferences, they are directly placed behind the
connector and protect the link, thus increasing
performances. Backshells made with different
materials, sizes and plating are available for your specific
applications.

*EMI : Electromagnetic interferences

MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
Easy cabling: easy mounting,
optimised installation, and quick
modification if necessary
Compliant with standards
(Sub-D: MIL-DTL-24308
Micro-D: MIL-DTL-83513)

Made In Axon’ design and
manufacturing

ACCESSORIES:
CLOSE TO YOUR NEEDS

Custom-designed solutions:

a lot of possibilities thanks to a large
choice of funnels, surface treatments,
accessories...

Optimisation: monobloc or

modular format in 3 parts: direct
access to the wiring space, and
purchase of single parts is possible

Several thousand references
in stock. Contact us for any
emergency

Hotline: our experts at your disposal:
advice, optimisation, alternatives...

To go further, Axon’ offers a range of accessories compatible with
Sub-D backshells.
Hardware: build your system to your own mounting requirements.
Axoclamp®: clamping bands allows for a -360° shield termination at the rear of

connectors.

Halorings: Comb for shield grounding of a cable composed of several wires and
shielded pairs. Direct connection between the Sub-D connector and the shell or on
the connector.
Axotress: braid designed to improve the EMC
performances.

HOTLINE

HEADQUARTER

Contact us for any information. Our experts
will find the very solution to your specific
needs.
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